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Abstract - A mobile node needs to be configured with a unique IP address. It has been seen that address autoconfiguration is a suitable technique in MANETs because of high mobility of nodes. Extensive survey of previous autoconfiguration related schemes reveal the need for reducing DoS attack, security breaches and improving DAD, QoS and overall performance. This paper also presents a critical study of mobility management related schemes. In this paper, we propose a scheme Mobile-autoconf that employs ring-based hierarchy for both autoconfiguration and mobility management for larger MANETs. It reduces DAD dependency, scope for DoS attack and temporary address dependency. It reduces cost increases reliability, robustness and location management becomes easier. QoS improvement and recycling of address pool are also aimed at here. The simulation of Mobile-autoconf is also carried out.
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earlier schemes in this area and their overall standing in current perspective. Section 5 presents basic objectives of our work and section 6 delivers Mobile-autoconf scheme with algorithm, discussion, simulation etc. We conclude in sec. 7. II. IPV6 ADDRESS AUTOCONFIGURATION AND MOBILITY MANAGEMENT: FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS



A. IPv6 Address Autoconfiguration Basics Address autoconfiguration [1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 14, 15] enables an IPv6 node to automatically configure itself. It does not use any address configuration protocol.. It can be of three types: stateful, stateless and both. One tentative IP address becomes valid address after verification of uniqueness through DAD (Duplicate Address Detection).



I. INTRODUCTION



Efficient mobility management is the need of the hour. Also to support mobile computing each node in any IP network is required to be configured accurately for proper functioning. In mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) the mobile nodes cooperate among themselves for proper functioning whether or not supported by infrastructure. Here autoconfiguration is an effective means for configuring nodes. Autoconfiguration of nodes helps in network management through avoidance of inaccurate node configuration, network service crash etc. In MANETs, mobile nodes work in absence of any network administrator and node position changes frequently. Mobile nodes may frequently enter or leave a MANET. So, IPv6 address autoconfiguration, where node configuration can be executed automatically without direct intervention of any network administrator or use of any address configuration protocol e.g. Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6 (DHCPv6), is very much suitable for MANETs. The size of MANET may not know any bound and may grow to become larger and larger. Several approaches for address autoconfiguration and mobility management are proposed in literature as briefed in sections 3 and 4. A scheme for autoconfiguration and mobility management for larger MANETs is required which is proposed here. In this paper we have briefly discussed the basics of address autoconfiguration and mobility management, reviewed the status in present scenario and finally proposed one scheme named “Mobile-autoconf” for handling both mobility management and address autoconfiguration of mobile nodes in larger MANET. The paper is organized as follows: section 2 deals with the basics of IPv6 address autoconfiguration and mobility management. Section 3 and 4 report the review of the



B. IP Node Mobility Management Basics Mobility management [1, 4, 5, 6, 7] refers to managing mobility of nodes. In wireless networks mobility of nodes can be in same network (layer 2 mobility) or in different networks (layer 3 mobility). Two basic functions of node mobility management are: location management and handoff management. Location Management aids sender mobile nodes to be familiar with the approximate location of some other destination mobile node for propelling packets to them irrespective of their mobility. Handoff is a method of altering attachment point of a mobile node during an ongoing communication from one access point/base station to another. In handoff, an attachment point, capable of offering better signal strength, is sought for that node. III. AUTOCONFIGURATION AND MOBILITY MANAGEMENT: BRIEF REVIEW OF EARLIER SCHEMES



The basic concepts of several available schemes are reviewed in this section and their advantages and drawbacks are discussed briefly. A. Autoconfiguration Schemes Zeroconf scheme [2, 3] tries to configure hosts But it does not support DAD for MANET. In MANETconf [2, 3], the newcomer node chooses one accessible node of that MANET that assigns the IP address to it. But in case of inconsistencies, address conflicts can not be detected or huge amount of needless address alterations may be required. In WDAD (Weak Duplicate Address Detection) [2, 3], packet delivery to accurate destination is attempted. But it does not offer strong DAD in MANET. In IP Autoconfiguration scheme for AdHoc Networks [2, 3] MANET-wide flooding aids in DAD.



Network Layer Addressing scheme [2, 3] employs variablelength addresses in MANET that is not suitable for IP-enabled interaction. IP Address in MANET can also be assigned using Disjoint Allocation Table [2, 3] requiring global state synchronization that’s tough. Spontnet [2, 3] helps non-expert users in medium or small ad hoc networks to practice face-to-face authentication, but not for larger ones. Prefix Continuity based Approach [2, 3] uses logical spanning trees for functioning. PACMAN (Passive Autoconfiguration for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks) [2, 3] is a hybrid scheme that uses cross-layer information from ongoing routing protocol traffic. In Dynamic Registration and Configuration Protocol (DRCP) [2, 3] address pools are distributed that may bring about a lot of unallocated addresses. B. Mobility Management Related Protocols Mobile IP [6, 8] offers IPv4 host mobility in a simple manner. But MIP suffers from packet losses during handoff, latency, traffic overhead, lack of paging etc. MIPv6 [6, 8] provides IPv6 address support. In HMIP (Hierarchical Mobile IP) [6, 8], foreign agents are organized in hierarchical manner with GFA (Gateway Foreign Agent) as root. HMIPv6 [6, 8] trim down travel path and delay of signaling messages. Cellular IP [6, 8] offers mobility of rarely moving, frequently moving, and totally fixed nodes SIP [6, 16] supports initiation of session containing multimedia stream and application layer macro mobility management. But micro-mobility management is not possible here. HAWAII (Handoff-Aware Wireless Access Internet Infrastructure) [6, 8] is a domain-based scheme that offers micro-mobility management and consistency. But seamless handover support needs to be improved. In TeleMIP (Telecommunication Enhanced Mobile IP Architecture for Fast Intra-Domain Mobility) [4, 6] numerous GFAs can dynamically be allocated. Intra-Domain Mobility Management Protocol (IDMP) [6, 8] is modular and uses two CoAs. Three Layer Mobile IPv6 (TLMIPv6) [4, 6] employs numerous Global Mobility Agents and 128-bit address. Various location update schemes [4, 9, 10], either local or global, are also found in literature.



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



Reducing DAD dependency and scope for DoS attack for larger MANETs. Enhancing QoS (Quality of Service) Recycling pool address at bigger MANETs. Decreasing dependencies on temporary address Increasing reliability and robustness of network Cost-effectiveness implementation and improved location management VI. MOBILE-AUTOCONF: THE PROPOSED SCHEME



A. Introduction In this section we propose a scheme combining IPv6 address autoconfiguration process and mobility management for mobile nodes in larger MANET that attempts to attain the aforesaid objectives. Here we have discussed the basic scheme with algorithm and several supporting diagrams. B. Basic Scheme Any large MANET requires autoconfiguration process for unique address allocation to participant nodes. It assumes ringbased hierarchical structure. The basic scheme is discussed in detail here. Invocation of Ring-Based Hierarchical Tree: The hierarchical ring MANET is realized for a large number of nodes with possible fidelity. The network is initialized



2n nodes approaches for the formation of a n MANET. This 2 number of nodes form a 1st level ring. This when at least



node gets connected with each other following the ring topology. The nodes connected with each other in the 1st level forms the top ring of the MANET. Each of these nodes further n



connects to the 2 incoming nodes using address distribution. The distribution of nodes forms a pattern as shown in Fig. 1.



IV. OVERALL STANDING OF AUTOCONFIGURATION AND MOBILITY MANAGEMENT IN CURRENT PERSPECTIVE



The survey of various related works described in section 3 helps us in obtaining overall status of mobility management and autoconfiguration in present perspective. Various techniques like use of disjoint allocation table, network layer addressing, passive autoconfiguration etc. attempts to improve auto configuration. But we find that mobility management still requires reducing Denial of Service (DoS) attack, security breaches and improving DAD, Quality of Service (QoS) and overall performance. For mobility management we may use cellular concept, reporting center concept. But overall advancement is required in terms of reduction of cost and improvement of performance. V. BASIC OBJECTIVE OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME



The main objectives of our approach are as follows:



Figure 1: The structural diagram of the ring based MANET formation



When n approaches the value of 1 the network tends to become a scattered net forming a single chain of nodes. This looses flexibility of the network along with its capacity to support nodes. A more practical value of ring-based hierarchical tree is 8 where the 1st level ring would consist of 8 2 = 256 nodes. It is shown in figure 2 next.



Figure 5: Utilization of address space unto 16 the Level



Figure 2: The hierarchical tree diagram of the ring based MANET for a practical value for n = 8



Distribution of Address Spaces: This scheme groups the nodes into distinct ring based levels. The differentiation of the level based hierarchy is done according to the arrival of the nodes in the network. The scheme implements IPv6 to its optimum extent. The 128-bit (16 byte) address space is systematically distributed throughout the hierarchy minimizing the dependence on superior DAD. As this scheme deals with a larger number of nodes the initialization of nodes starts with the minimum of



2 n nodes i.e. 28 if n=8 nodes known as the first level nodes. The address space used in IPv6 is used here until feasible. The 128-bit (16 bytes) address is split. Each n bit address space is allotted to each level starting from the MSB (most significant byte) for the 1st level then the next 8 byte for the next level until the 16th byte as shown in the figure 3 below.



Estimation of total available address spaces and practical trade-off: From the above formulation of the distribution of the address we can have a clear estimate of the total number of nodes the network design here can support. It is always better to have the value of ‘n’ selected such that it is completely divisible by the total IPv6 address space offered - until now (128 bits). Theoretically it can be said that it we assume that the value of the smallest address space is ‘n’ bits, then it can be clearly shown mathematically that as ‘n’ increases the number of nodes that can be hosted increases sharply. But the number of levels decreases considerably. The number of levels decreases by half when the value of ‘n’ doubles. This increases the hosting capacity of an individual level which overloads the entire process. Similarly the value ‘n’ should not be so small that the depth of the tree comes to such a length that overwhelms the entire process due to large response time. The value of ‘n’ should always be optimal and economical trade-off. Calculation of total address space may be done by the following simple formulate: Total no of nodes supported =



(n × n !) Figure 3: General allotment plan of the address spaces



The first n bit of the address space starting from the right hand side of the total address space is used for the formation of 1st n



level nodes. That is 2 nodes can be accommodated in 1st level using first 8-bit space. All other spaces are stuffed with zeros.



Figure 4: Allotment plan for 1st Level Ring



After the formation of the 1st level ring, formation of 2nd level ring starts. Each connected node of the 1st level ring connects n



to 2 more nodes using the next 8-bit address keeping the most significant bytes i.e. the address of its parent node fixed. In this way the address assigned throughout the ring level hierarchy remains unique. This lowers the dependencies on DAD. In this way each of the child nodes in the ring has an address space consisting of its previous parent addresses and the next n bit local address. In this way the address space is filled up based on the hierarchy reducing dependency on DAD. Address space for 16th Level ring is shown in Figure 3 above.



128 n



where n is the number of nodes in the 1st level ring



As the first level contains a total number of (n × n !) nodes therefore for the next level increases exponentially to the power of two and similarly the above formulation is done. From the above it follows that if the value of ‘n’ is chosen to be 8 bits then the capacity of the network increases to a 88



number of nodes equaling to 1.373308686 × 10 . But practically this figure is impossible to attain since the nodes may then be not provided with satisfactory connectivity. Thus we approach a trade off between the QoS and the number of nodes to get connected. Here we have restricted the number of nodes hosted by a node decreasingly down the level i.e. the as depth increases number of nodes hosted by the nodes at that ring level in comparison to the immediate above ring level lessens. The restriction that is imposed is that the hosting capacity of the top level nodes is



128 per node. As the level n



depth increases the hosting capacity decreases i.e. at the 2nd level ring the hosting capacity is formulated by Like wise it continues as



128 per node. 2n



128 per node for the 3rd level nodes. 3n



This continues until the no of nodes hosted is a natural number exempting the irrational part if any. According to this restriction we approach a very practical value of the number of nodes in the network which for n=8 equals to 853568 nodes. In order to enhance the QoS even



further the depth of the level may also be restricted. If we restrict the level upto 3 bits then the number of nodes optimally becomes 1st level(8 nodes) + 2nd level(128 nodes)+3rd level(1024 nodes) = 1160 nodes. Initialization of the Ring based hierarchical MANET: n



When 2 (where n = 8) nodes or more arrive to get connected to form an ad hoc network the procedure of address 8



autoconfiguration starts. The first 2 nodes form ring which are the 1st level nodes. This selection is a random process based on the infrastructure of the nodes. The nodes in the 1st level are the nodes from which the network begins. Each node in the 1st level share the address allocation table (AAT) of all the nodes connected in the same ring. The other (rest of the nodes) get connected to the nodes in the 1st level randomly. These nodes in turn form the 2nd level ring. It can be clearly observed from the figure 2 that no. of rings increases as the height of the tree increases. While there is only a single ring 8



8



16



for the 1st level nodes, there are 2 × 2 = 2 rings for the 2nd level nodes connected to all the 1st level nodes and



28 × 28 × 28 = 224 in the 3rd level nodes and it continues in this way. Managed joining of nodes: To join a network, an individual node must ensure that it is supplied with a unique address for communication. When a node approaches the network it first broadcasts an advertisement requesting for the permission to join (PJN) the network. The broadcasted request consists of information such as name and other information. The receiving node first checks the availability of address in its own domain of address space and if address is available replies back an acknowledgement request. If the node has already allotted the n



address space to 2 nodes the node simply sends a rejection message. The acknowledgement request consists of the full 128bit address along with the time of joining. The address consists of the prior level node address including the allotted unique address. This reduces greatly the dependence of the free address table and lessens the dependency on DAD. This information is vital for the new node. It informs the node of its position in terms of level and the unique address. It also provides a node with a new address space domain that the node can allot to other upcoming new nodes in the network. Management of Departure of nodes: Node departure in ring-based hierarchical tree can be of two types as discussed below: Departure of lone nodes. If the node that requests for departure is a lone node i.e. (no other nodes is connected) then the procedure is simple. The nodes just send a departure request message to the parent above it returning its address space domain as an unused one. The parent checks for dependencies and sends a departure confirm message to the nodes. The node then leaves the network and the address is free again to be reused once again. Departure of parent nodes. When a parent node wants to depart from the network the node follows a procedure transfer of position. The parent node randomly selects a node from its



children nodes and initiates the process of transfer of position. The process includes steps to transfer the address allocation table from the parent to the selected child. After this the address i.e. 128bit address is exchanged. After this the parent becomes a child node and the selected node is transferred to the position of parent. Then the process carries on as a departure of lone node. Handling of Inter-network Communication for Two Networks: When two networks of ring based hierarchical MANET tend to share their network information the first exchanges their current address configuration i.e. the network first requests the other network their AAT. Hence they share their AAT with each other making aware the entire network their current address configuration of nodes under them. This is the first step of merging two or more networks with each other in a very simple and effective fashion. The network then selects individual code randomly after working through the DAD for each network that is willing to merge together and share information among nodes of each other. The data is transmitted from one network to the other through the 1st level nodes of each network. Location management of valid nodes in the network: When a node is to be searched under a network efficient location management schemes is a vital requirement of a network. When a node sends a message to a node it first sends the message to its immediate parent which in turns sends the message to their parents until the message is sent to the top of the ring structure that is the 1st level nodes. Once the message is received by any of the 1st level nodes the message is sent to the desired parent by decoding the most significant bits which then decodes the next n bit address to its child and this procedure continues until the message reaches down to the desired level where the node is located. The distribution of the address is done in accordance with the concept of relational location management where the nodes are found on the basis of searching it firstly among the nearest neighbors. When the nodes are located in a different network it is detected by the special code with the full 128 bit address. When the code is attached with the address the intended node sends it to the neighbor network using the code which again follows the procedure to decode the address and deliver the message to the desired node in its network. C. Mobile-autoconf : Algorithmic Overview initiation_of_network: 1. The first node selects an ‘n’ bit address and sets it as most significant bit of 128 bit address and stuffs rest bit to zero. 2. The rest ‘n’ nodes joining the first node forms a ring using the other available addresses and using the combinations of the first ‘n’ most significant bit address available. join_network: 1. The node willing to join, sends a multicast advertisement packet containing the permission to join network (PJN) with a time stamp.



2.



3.



4.



5. 6.



One or many replies may arrive at this node depending on the availability of address space at each level. The fastest reply is considered by the requesting node as a valid answer. The replies contain two vital information - the address space and the no. of bits of address space allotted for each node. The address space contains the address of the answering node. The requesting node now randomly selects a n-bit address. It then prefixes the address of the host (answering node) setting the rest bit to 0 and sends it to the host once again. The host then receives the address sent by the requesting node and checks it through DAD among its own children nodes. The host either sends permission granted (PG) message to the requesting node if the address is unique or else sends a join not succeed (JNS) message. The requesting node resends a random address prefixed with the host address if it receives JNS from the host. Return (with the valid address).



depart_node_manaement: 1. If the node is a lone node, continue; else switch to step 5. 2. The node completes its present duties and allotted tasks and sends a departure request (DR) to host node or parent node. 3. The host node accepts the departure request and sends a permission to depart (PD) message to the child lone node. It then records the requesting child node’s address in the (AAT) to be reused again. 4. Return. 5. The parent node starts the procedure by randomly selecting a child node. 6. The parent node then sends a transfer of power (TOP) request to the child node. 7. The child node accepts the request and temporarily stops all functions. 8. The address of the parent node is then exchanged with the selected child node. The AAT and all other configuration are exchanged. 9. The position of the child node is thus exchanged with the parent node. This procedure continues until the departing node becomes a lone node. 10. Return mobility_mgmt: 1. If the node is a lone node or a 1st level node then Step 12. 2. The node first asks for permission for moving out of range from the parent node. 3. If the permission is granted the node multicasts a message to the immediate lower level nodes. 4. The node from which the fastest reply arrives is then treated as the leader node (LN). 5. The node that is requesting to go out of range sends the address of its parent node to the LN which has been selected from its child. 6. The immediate host of the moving out of range node acknowledges LN in place of the moved out node temporarily.



7.



8.



9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23.



The LN and the host node of the moved out node starts a timer. The LN then temporarily acts in the place of its host node. If the node returns within the time it sends a message to both the parent node and the LN. Thereafter rearrangement takes place. After a certain time the node is assumed to have departed and the LN takes its place permanently. The moved out node then have to join as a new node. Return. If it is a 1st level node then go to Step13 else go to Step 19. The node sends its immediate child node by multicast and evaluation of fastest response. The selected fastest responding node is temporarily placed in the place of the moved out node The temporary node starts a timer. After a fixed interval of time if the moved out of range node returns then rearrangement takes place. If the predefined time exceeds the temporary rearrangement becomes permanent. Return The lone node sends a request message to the host node to temporarily move out of the range. If granted it moves out of range. The host starts a predefined timer. If it returns it is recognized as a same existing node else the address is treated as a free address. Return



init_main: 1. If nth node wants to start a new network, call procedure ‘initiation_of_network’. 2. If new node wishes to join any initialized MANET, call procedure ‘join_network’. 3. If node wishes to move out-of-range call procedure ‘mobility_mgmt’. 4. If node wishes to depart call procedure ‘depart_node_manaement’. 5. Finish. D. Mobile-autoconf: Discussion The invocation of ring hierarchy here enhances connectivity in spite of mobility. All nodes manage their own children nodes thereby reducing the dependency on the top level nodes enabling them to do other tasks as well. Dependency on temporary address is also reduced for level based hierarchy and ring formation. Again, node address flushing at departure and timing out of AAT assist in address re-use. Nodes here attempt for local calculation to obtain valid address as per directed by local host, that reduces DAD time which in turn helps in lessening the overall response time. New joining nodes here also get unique address domain for each level in network (due to level-based hierarchy), decreasing disconnection chance during severe address conflict. This and advanced mobility management reduces denial of service (DoS) attack. It offers versatile mobility with effective detection of departed nodes (it reduces chance of having unnecessary reservation of addresses). Address reuse is done



here. Probability of network crash is less here for fine management. Incorporation of IPv6 here aids in increasing security. The location management method used here helps in reducing cost. The aforesaid techniques used here helps in obtaining good QoS and fine performance. VII. MOBILE-AUTOCONF: SIMULATION



Mobile-autoconf scheme is simulated using ns-2 simulator with CMU’s extension [11]. One larger MANET (containing at most 32 mobile nodes), without connection to DHCP server or Internet, is taken as experimental test-bed here. The nodes here may be directly accessible from one another or can be accessed through intermediate nodes. Average hop count is considered to be as 3. Nodes are moved randomly at average speed of 3 m/s. The packet size is taken as 275B and node buffer size as 6 packets. Raw channel bandwidth is taken here as 2 Mbps. The MAC protocol employed here is IEEE 802.11b in DCF mode. The average effective communication range of a node is considered to be 240 m. Average simulation time for it is 200 seconds. 5 nodes are taken here as preconfigured, rest of the nodes has joined the network next and 4 nodes have departed later. Several relationships are encountered here as discussed below. In figure 6 below, the relationship between average address configuration time with number of nodes is shown. It is clearly seen that time reduces if the number of nodes is lesser. It happens since fewer interactions are required. It shows that the average address configuration time is truly small here. Average Address Configuration Time (in Seconds)
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Figure 6: Average address configuration Time vs. number of nodes there



The correlation between the performance of Mobile-autoconf (which is considered here as average no. of correctly configured nodes/3 seconds) with no. of nodes in system is depicted below in figure 7. It is obvious that performance improves with decreasing no. of nodes in system. The overall impression that we can draw from it, is that the performance is good. Performance of Mobile-autoconf [No. of correctly configured nodes per 3 seconds (avg.)(in number)]
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Number of nodes in system Figure 7: Correlation between Mobile-autoconf performance [No. of correctly configured nodes/3 seconds (avg.)(in number)] with no. of nodes there



VIII. CONCLUSION
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